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S nD Bsts Third Amul Ckaputer Users Comferee

The Third Annual Computer Users Conference is scheduled for September 20-21,
1983, at the Hilton Harvest House in Boulder, Colorado. The theme of this
year's conference will be "Scientists Lead the Way."

Tuesday morning's feature topic will be "What is an Advanced Vector Computer?"
given by Les Davis, Executive Vice President of Cray Research, Inc. Tuesday
afternoon's topics concern communications, including "Batch Output Via Satel-
lite," and "Broad Band Duplex Communications," with speakers froma SCD and franm
the user corrrunity. A Question and Answer Panel will include SCD members,
users, and vendors of products in the communications area.

Wednesday morning's topic is File Storage Strategies. Talks will include
"Functional Requirements" by Richard Sato, manager of SCD User Services, and
"Mass Storage System Requirements" by Paul Rotar, manager of the SCD Systems
group. Bill Collins of Los Alamos National Labs will present "A Network File
Storage System", and Dr. James Green, an aerospace scientist at the NASA--
Marshall Space Center, will discuss the delivery, management, analysis, and
presentation of major data bases.
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All SCD computer users are welcome to attend this conference. If you wish to
attend and have not received an initial inquiry questionnaire, please contact
one of the SCD people listed below. There is a possibility that a certain
amount of funding will be available to assist those in need to attend the
conference.

A pre-conference packet will be sent in mid-July. This packet will contain
agenda items, conference materials, a pre-registration form, and lodging
details. A pre-conference report will be sent by the first of September to
all registrants.

If you have any questions about the conference or meeting arrangements, please
contact Buck Frye at (303) 494-5151, ext. 614 or Betty Thompson, ext. 521.

by Linda Besen

SCD Q xts Site isits

In a continuing effort to keep our remote site users abreast of changes in
hardware, software, and SCD policy, a series of site visits was conducted dur-
ing March, April, and May 1983. The site visits were initiated two years ago
as part of an SCD "out-reach" program. The visits were so well received by
our remote users that the User Services Section of SCD has undertaken to con-
tinue to provide this service on a periodic basis.

In January of this year, Division Director Walter Macintyre sent a letter to
every principle investigator currently active on SCD computers. The letter
was designed to ascertain if the users at the various remote locations would
be interested in another visit by an SCD representative to discuss important
trends and issues which would directly affect them as users. This year was
particularly difficult for many of our remote users due to the decommissioning
of the CDC 7600, the installation of the UNINET packet switching network, and
the acquisition of our second CRAY-1 supercomputer. Future trends within SCD
(e.g., new mass store devices, satellite communications nodes, etc.) needed to
be discussed to make sure that our remote users were clear on various ideas
and options which SCD was considering to improve our ability to meet their
scientific computing needs.

The response to this initial letter was enthusiastic and positive. Since it
was physically (and fiscally) impossible to visit every one of our remote
sites, the site selection procedure was designed to permit every site to
determine for themselves if such a visit would be mutually productive. Even-
tually twenty-six universities scattered across the United States were
selected on the basis of user needs, proximity to other sites, number of users
at the site, and willingness to host the meetings.

Ten SCD representatives then contacted each of the sites, arranged agenda and
meeting times, and moved out across the land to spread the word on UNINET,
Using the IBM 4341, PSTORE, Tape I/O, and other topics which were of particu-
lar concern or interest to the remote users. The SCD User Services site visit
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representatives were:

Dan Anderson Barb Horner
Ann Cowley John Humbrecht
Ben Domenico Dave Kennison
Ken Hansen Don Morris
Stu Henderson Dick Sato

Many hours of preparation, travel, lecturing, and hands-on demonstrations were
the tasks which awaited the SCD representatives. Upon their return, each site
visited was sent a feedback questionnaire to determine how well the site visit
met with their expectations and needs. Results are still being tabulated at
this writing, but if the general trend continues, it would appear that the
1983 version of the site visits has met with a good deal of success.

SCD plans to continue offering our remote users the opportunity to meet with a
representative of the Division.

by Greg McArthur

Secand C--1 ow Available for General Use

The CRAY,CA machine is now available for general use. To access the CRAY,CA
from the IBM 4341, use the CAJOB exec (CLJOB is the correct exec for the
CRAY,C1 machine). Two new status execs, CISTAT and CASTAT, are now available
as well. Key HELP CISTAT on the IBM 4341 for further information. Instead of
CISTAT or CASTAT, the following can be used to get the status of your job:

STATUS [node] LOGONID (where node = CA or C1)

Without the LOGONID, you'll get the status of all jobs on the node.

Effective June 13, if the sequence ",*CA" appears on the job card of a job
submitted from the MODCOMP, the CRAY,C1 will forward the job to the CRAY,CA.
The job will not be queued in the C1 machine's JQM. It will be shipped over
the Network directly to the CRAY,CA.

Also effective June 13, the CRAY,C1 (but not CRAY,CA) will recognize DC=PR.
All printouts will be shipped to the MODCCMP. If the sequence number of the
transfer is a valid MODCOMP site ID, the printout will go to that site. Any
other sequence number will cause the file to be printed in the machine room.
The fix that CRAY,C1 users have been using to get printouts from one site to
another by setting the TID field on the DISPOSE will not work on the CRAY,CA
machine.

Regular preventive maintenance for the CRAY,CA is performed on Mondays and
Wednesdays fromn 06:00 until 08:00 hours. The CRAY,CA may also be down for
system checkout until 09:00 hours daily.
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Determinin on whidn CY-1 Ya r Jab is Rizuaiivj

Here are three ways to determine at execution time on which CRAY-i your job is
running.

Fran JCL:

SET (Gl= (SYSID .AND. 1777777777740000000000B) )
IF (Gi.EQ.OC0SlL)

(Anything you wish to do specific to the CRAY,C1)

ELSE.

(Anything you wish to do specific to the CRAY,CA)

EN)IF.

Note: Any of the allowable variables besides Gi may be used (JO-J7, or GO-
G7), and you may test on a match of 'COSA'L rather than COS1'L if you prefer.

Fran FORTRAN:

DIMENSION NSYS (2)
CALL SYSREQ(024B,WOC (NSYS))

On return,

NSYS (1) contains ASCII "001 111" for the CRAY,C1,
"COSA 111" for the CRAY,CA.

NSYS (2) contains ASCII date of COS assembly.

Fran CAL:

SYSID address

where address is a symbol or an A, S, or T register
(not AO or SO) containing the address of a two-word
array where the system ID and COS assembly date are
returned.

by Gene Schumacher

Sea m rl Iii4341 ifles via - andiC ss U

To improve response and performance, a second IBM 4341 has been installed at
NCAR, and Class 110 and UN=NT users will soon have access to both the old and
the new systems. (NOTE: At this writing, the new system is expected to pass
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acceptance by mid-July. Users have not yet been assigned to this machine.)
You will choose which machine you want to access after communication has been
established with the IBM 3705 communications controller, and before logon
occurs. The two IBM 4341s have been given network identifiers IO and IA (for
the old and the new systems respectively), but unfortunately, the 3705
software that permits system selection is limited to one character identif-
iers. Thus, prior to logon, you will specify 0 (the letter "oh", not the
number zero) to access system IO, or specify A to access system IA.

Using conventional PACX access via Class 110, or UNINET access in which NO
suffix is appended to the NCR identifier, you will be prompted to enter "O" or
"A" in order to select the proper system for logon. UNINET users also have
the alternative of selecting a system by appending a suffix to the NCR node
identifier, specifically, NCR;O or NCR;A as desired. Unless notified other-
wise, most users will continue to use the old IBM 4341, and thus should enter
NCR;O through UNINET, or enter the character "0" when prompted by the 3705.

Please note that the project number suffix, which was described under a UNINET
article in the May issue of The Record (Volume 4, Number 5), will not be
implemented, both because it conflicts with the system select software, and
because an alternate scheme for UNINET resource accounting has been devised.
For convenience, the current list of UNINET access numbers is included with
that issue. Users are reminded that these numbers represent the NEW network
installed by UNINET, and that the old network is being phased out. Please see
the May issue of The Record for further details.

by Dave Fulker

New CN-1 Defalt Ck4pier

On June 20, 1983, the CFT 1.10 compiler and the FTLIB 1.10 libraries became
the defaults on both CRAY-l computers. The following list describes the major
features and differences between the CFT 1.10 compiler and the previous
default, the CFT 1.09 compiler.

I. CFT 1.10 adheres to the ANSI X3.9-1978 (FORTRAN 77) standard (plus Cray
extensions to the language), whereas the CFT 1.09 compiler supported the
FORTRAN 66 language standards.

A summary of the incompatibilities between FORTRAN 66 and FORTRAN 77 can
be found in Appendix A (pages Al-A4) of the publication American National
Standard Programmirng Language FORRAN, ANSI X3.9-1978 (a copy is in the
software library and Consulting Office library).

The CFT Reference Manual (Cray publication SR-0009) serves as the defini-
tion of the CFT 1.10 capabilities.
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II. Significant features added in CFT 1.10

A. Definition of the CHARACTER variable type to support the FORTRAN 77
standard. This includes the CHARACTER declaration statement, type
CHARACTER functions, CHARACTER variables in PARAMETER and DATA
statements, CHARACTER operators and the CHARACTER functions: INDEX,
ICHAR, CHAR, LEN.

B. Implementation of generic intrinsic functions. Implementation of
the INTRINSIC statement. Add ANINT and NINT as inline functions and
DINT, DNINT and IDNINT as intrinsic functions. Add external ver-
sions of NINT, ANINT, DABS and DSIGN.

C. Implementation of new I/O features. Direct read/write capability,
list-directed I/O, internal files, and the OPEN, CLOSE and INQUIRE
statements were implemented. The REWIND, BACKSPACE and ENDFILE
statements were extended to comply with the standard. The S, SP,
TL, TR, BN and BZ FORMAT specifications were added. The formats:
D,E,Gjw.dEe and Iw.n are now recognized. The A format now allows
zero width. The I/O ERR= and IOSTAT= keywords were added.

D. BUFFER IN and BUFFER OUT are now truly asynchronous. The CRI func-
tions UNIT and/or LENGTH must be called to make BUFFER I/O synchro-
nous.

E. Other miscellaneous FORTRAN 77 features:

1. Allow integer constant expressions in EQUIVALENCE statements.

2. Recognize the SAVE statement.

3. Allow the PAUSE statement to have a CHARACTER constant.

4. Add scalar and pseudo-vector DOUBLE PRECISION versions of tri-
gonometric functions.

F. Miscellaneous CFT features:

1. Arrays may have octal subscripts in DATA statements.

2. Statement functions may have null arguments.

3. Lowercase suffixes on Hollerith constants are allowed.

4. One NAMELIST group may be defined on multiple NAMELIST state-
ments.

5. Comnents may be added to FORTRAN statements following an excla-
mation point.
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III. New compiler directives and control-card parameters.

A. Compiler directives added: NEXTSCALAR, BLOCK, NORECURRNICE, CODE,
NOCODE, VECTOR, and NOVECTOR.

B. Compiler options: "OPT=" specifies optimization handling of
constant-increment integers (CII) . "AIDS=LDPNONE" suppresses the
listing of vectorization inhibition messages.

C. Miscellaneous.

1. print messages for memory and I/O buffer usage during compila-
tion to $IDG.

2. produce a warning message for INTEGER*2 declarations, to aid in
converting programs to run with CFT.

CET 1.10 Performance Compared with CFT 1.09

There is no significant change in the mean performance of CFT between the 1.09
and 1.10 versions. Whether a given user's program performs better or vorse
depends upon that program's characteristics. Testing at Cray-Mendota Heights
and at various sites indicated that, on the average, programs compiled with
CFT 1.10 show a one to three percent increase in execution time over the time
used when the program was compiled with CFT 1.09.

I. Performance enhancements with CFT 1.10

A. The iteration count of DO-loops with constant parameters is calcu-
lated at compile time.

B. Vector loops with constant parameters, whose iteration count is less
than 64, generate "straight-line" code with no re-loop test.

C. DOUBLE PRECISION arithmetic runs faster.

D. Loops which formerly did not vectorize due to invariant shift refer-
ences now vectorize.

II. Performance degradation with CFT 1.10

A. Formatted I/O takes longer to execute due to the large number of
features added to the I/O routines.

B. Vector codes which took advantage of the vector recursion feature of
the CRAY-1 will show some degradation of performance. This is
caused by a new reduction algorithm necessitated by the Cray X-MP
(which does not have vector recursion).

C. All $FTLIB routines now use standard ENTER and EXIT macros, making
some of the routines larger and possibly causing some programs to do
more instruction buffer fetches than with CFT 1.09. If additional
fetches occur in a frequently executed DO-loop, execution time may
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be noticeably affected.

CFT 1.10 / CET 1.09 Compatibility

Users will note several differences between the 1.10 and 1.09 versions of the
CFT compiler. The major differences are itemized below.

1. BUFFER I/O is now asynchronous.

2. ANSI intrinsic functions do not accept BOOLEAN or INT24 arguments.

3. CFT non-ANSI functions do not accept 1NT24 arguments.
4. The default for the BLANK parameter on a file is NULL, where CFT 1.09

reads datasets as if BLANK=ZERO.

5. The minus sign is no longer printed when negative zero is output.

6. Logical values are printed as T or F instead of TR1UE or FALSE.

7. The FOBRRAN-callable $FTLIB routines READ and READC return -l instead of
1 as the status for characters remaining in a record.

8. Generic functions now do type checking.

9. FORSRAN 77 redefined what is meant by "the range of a DO-loop", and CFT
1.10 attempts to remain true to the standard. A typical FORTRAN con-
struct (which, by the way, was "valid" FORTRAN only due to a bug in an
old IBM compiler) is to have nested DO-loops, containing GO TOs, ending
on the same label. For example:

DO 10 I=1,N
IF (I.EQ.1) GO TO 10
DO 10 J=1,N

10 CONTINUE

The first GO TO illegally transfers control into the range of the inner
DO 10 loop. This type of DO-loop construct is illegal and should be
avoided. Future releases of CFT will flag such illegal fORTRAN con-
structs.

by Tom Engel
Cray On-Site Analyst
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W/SP 1Elames 2 Instanlled n tIe IIM 4341

Release 2 of VM/SP (CP portion) has been in production on the IBM 4341 since
May 2, 1983. The CMS portion has been in production since May 23, 1983. This
upgrade to the current level of IBM software should be transparent to the user
comnunity. The old CMS release is still available by entering 'OLDCMS'.

A few changes users may notice: A new CMS comnand, RDRLIST, might be of
interest to some users--enter 'HELP RDRLIST for information. The RECALL com-
mand, which lets you bring previously entered lines back to the command input
area, has been renamed RETRIEVE (RECALL still works) and operates with slight
differences. RETRIEVE also works on the 11/34 and on 3279 (remote) terminals.

by Phylecia Brandley

Can -1 sr Iesor.e Declaa n ad tehe Exre C sit

The CRAY-I computer systems are a collection of resources defined in terms of
hardware and software. Hardware resources include things such as central
memory, disk storage, other mass storage, and external devices. The resources
defined by software often depend on the hardware resources available, and
include job control points available for the different classes of jobs, the
number of open datasets allowed for a given job, job priorities, the execution
time slice allocation for jobs, etc. The function of the operating system is
to allocate these resources among user jobs in order to accomplish two goals
which are not always compatible: efficient machine utilization and reasonable
job turnaround. As the work load on the NCAR systems has increased, there has
been noticeable degradation in the second of these objectives. In an effort
to improve this condition, the Systems Department has introduced some new
operating system features which will result in better job turnaround. The
next few paragraphs describe a new class, EXP, the express class, which will
allow users with few resource requirements to achieve much faster turnaround
for checkout jobs, and a new generic resource declaration requirement, which
will keep the machine from becoming clogged up at times when certain resources
like the TBM, DICOMED, or magnetic tapes are unavailable. The mechanisms to
accomplish this were included in the Job Queue Manager and the Job Class
Manager.

Generic Resource Declaration

To prevent jobs from occupying control points on the CRAY-1 when certain
resources are unavailable, users will be required to declare those resources
on their JOB control statements. The current resources, and the JOB statement
parameters used to declare them are listed below.

July 1, 1983-11-
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Parameter Description

*TB Terabit Memory System ACQUIRE/DISPOSE
*TD Terabit Memory System DISPOSE to a dedicated tape
*Dl DICOMED plotter
*I2 DMSP ACQUIRE/DISPOSE
*MT ACQUIRE/DISPOSE CRAY-1 on-line magnetic tape

Failure to declare a resource will cause job termination on the first attempt
to use that resource. Note that an ACQUIRE which defaults to a disk ACCESS
will not cause job termination. The Job Queue Manager will retain a job in
its present position in its particular input job queue if a declared resource
is currently unavailable. It will be a candidate for release as soon as the
resource becomes available. In the meantime, jobs which have not declared
that particular resource will be allowed to enter the the system and execute.

Example:

JOB, JN=I&JNO1 ,US=ll111111111lll, *TB, *Dl, T=800 ,OLM=50.

declares that a TBM ACQUIRE or DISPOSE, and DICCNED output are required by the
job.

Express Class

Users may now designate EXP class for a job. This class will allow users with
few resource requirements to achieve much faster turnaround for checkout jobs.
The conditions to be met for express class are as follows:

1. CL=EXP is declared on the JOB control statement

2. The time limit is less than or equal to 10 seconds

3. There are none of the following:

a. TBM ACQUIRE
b. DISPOSE with WAIT option
c. NETAQR or NETDISP (WAIT option is default on these)
d. MAGNETIC tape of any kind

NOTE: An ACQUIRE which defaults to a disk access or a DISPOSE which does not
have the WAIT option will be allowed to execute in the EXP class when all of
the above conditions are met. Example:

JOB ,JN=EXTST ,US=444488888888 ,CL=EXP,*TB,T=0

declares a job which expects to DISPOSE a dataset to the TBM with no WAIT
option specified, and has an ACQUIRE statement that defaults to a disk ACCESS,
and will run within 10 CPU seconds.

by Gene Schumacher
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smr student EnLled in C -mptig CMass

As part of the summer minority student program, a three-week introductory
course on the Scientific Computing Division is being conducted by Erich
Thanhardt. The purpose of the course is to provide an overview of the NCAR
computing environment and to prepare the sumner students for work they may be
doing on the IBM 4341 or the CRAY-1 machines.

The course covers basic FORTRAN and JCL necessary for running FORTRAN programs
on the IBM 4341 and the CRAY-I machines. Practice in the use of the NCAR Sys-
tem Plot Package and Graphics Package acquaints the students with computer
graphics, as well as providing practice in the use of NCAR software libraries,
use of the local Network, and the graphics previewing capabilities of the IBM
4341.

Although not all students are studying computer science, nor will all be using
NCARs computers for the summer projects, it is hoped that the sumner course
will stimulate an interest in computer applications within the studentsA own
particular fields of interest.

by Erich Thanhardt

Using Unique Naiz Qmnetias on SCD Ckmuters

Recently there have been several occasions when users have lost jobs or
datasets because unique names were not used on the IBM 4341, the CRAY-1, or
the TBM. There are many cmrmon ways in which this can happen. Following are
several steps which can be taken to avoid these problems in the future.

When running jobs from the IBM 4341, you create a job file and issue either
the CAJOB or CJOB commnand. Sometimes you do not wait until you receive a
message from the Network telling you that your job has been staged to the
CRAY-1 before you modify the file. If the file is modified before the message
is received, the new version of the file is the one which is staged to the
CRAY-I. Carrying this a step further, it is easy to see that the same job may
be run numerous times on the CRAY-1 rather than having different jobs run.

Suppose that you want to run several jobs where the only change is to a data
input. You might create one job, send it, modify the file, send it, modify
the file, send it, etc. If you do this without waiting for a response, the
Network will stage the version of the file that resides on the disk when it is
ready to process the request. One way around this problem is to create a file
for each distinct job, but this uses more IBM 4341 disk space. Should you
choose to make separate files, and store them on a temporary disk rather than
on your permanent disk, please remember that. the Network does return your tem-
porary disk after staging the job to the CRAY-1, but in order to use it again,
you must ACCESS it. (If the temporary disk was disk 500 with access mode C,
you would need to type "ACCESS 500 C" to regain use of the disk.)
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Once your job is on the CRAY-I, you may have a problem with unique names
there. This problem only exists with permanent datasets and, since the demise
of the CDC 7600, is mainly a problem with datasets being SAVEd on the CRAY-1
or DISPOSEd to the TBM.

Taking two simple precautions may solve the problem of non-unique names on the
CRAY-I disks. The first and most obvious is DO NOT USE COMMON NAMES. Do not
name your permanent datasets with names that are found in examples throughout
SCD documentation. This documentation is provided as a guide and new users
frequently copy it. If you have used the names MODEL or GLOBAL or MYDATA for
permanent dataset names, you should not be too surprised to find another user
choosing the same name.

The second precaution is to use the ID parameter to "extend" the dataset name
on the CRAY-1 disk. If the ID parameter is used when the dataset is made per-
manent on the CRAY-1 disks, it must be used whenever that dataset is refer-
enced in CRAY-1 JCL. Two datasets with the permanent dataset name of M)DEL
are distinct datasets if one of them was created with an ID. The ID field may
be 1-8 characters and the user's name is a very good choice. If you choose
not to use the ID parameter, use unusual names that another user is not likely
to choose.

Besides using the ID field, datasets residing on the CRAY-1 disks may be write
password protected. This is not necessarily as useful as it may sound at
first because datasets do not reside on the CRAY-1 disks permanently. If you
choose to go this route, SAVE and ACQUIRE the dataset with the "W=" parameter
described in the COS manual.

The TBM presents another area that is ripe for problems of non-unique naming
conventions. The TBM allows only 6-character names and these are not unique
for each user. Should two people name a TBM dataset MDDEL, the last dataset
by that name written to the TBM is the dataset that will be retrieved when an
ACQUIRE is issued. This makes it especially important to choose unusual
names.

Do not choose names that are the names of physical tapes unless the tape is
assigned to you. Physical tape names consist of a single letter followed by
five numbers. Not every letter is used, but you should avoid this convention
because many of the letters are used and it is difficult to remember which are
used and which aren't.

Volumes written to the TBM may be password protected. If you write password
protect your volume, then it cannot be re-written by anyone who does not know
the write password. This includes you, so be sure to remember the password
that you assign to volumes. To password protect your volumes, use the "W="
parameter on the DISPOSE statement. The password is 1-8 characters and is
described in the CO0 manual.

Please do not begin an immediate campaign to write protect all of your volumes
that reside on the TBM. To ACQUIRE and DISPOSE all of your volumes for the
purpose of password protecting them is very expensive and also generates an
enormous amount of work for the TBM and for the Operations staff, both of
which are already overloaded. As you write new volumes, you may choose to
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password protect them.

by Barb Horner

New Fait tmrier Tranftrx Availare f the C Y-1 eMrtina

Introduction

NCAR has recently obtained a new implementation of the Temperton Fast Fourier
Transform algorithm from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Fore-
casts. The present version is called FFT99 and resides in CRAYLIB. The new
version contains the same entry names with the same calling sequences; how-
ever, it resides in a different library, ECmFFr. In this way, you will be
able to use the new version simply by ACQUIREing the new library and then
directing your loader to search the ECMFET library; there will be no need to
change your code. The new version still requires the same initialization
calls as the CRAYLIB version. The new version also demands that the only fac-
tors in the length of the transforms be 2, 3 and 5, but it is no longer
required that the length be even. However, if you implement FFT99 after
changing the code (e.g., by using the EDITOR prior to compilation) and deem it
absolutely necessary to continue doing so, you must continue using the old
version: the source code for the new version will not be made available due
to proprietary restrictions, and a modpack designed to make changes in the old
version will not have the desired results on the new version.

Timing Tests

Actually NCAR has several implementations of the Temper ton FFT. Two of these
are in the XLIB library, and were written to run on the CDC 7600. These are
FFT99F, which is an all-FORTRAN version, and CFFT99, which is a FORTRAN ver-
sion adapted to transform complex vectors. The version that resides in CRAY-
LIB is written partly in CAL, which accounts for the superior performance of
the CRAYLIB version over the XLIB versions. In a recent Software Notes arti-
cle (cf. James Curry's article 'Fast Fourier Transforms' in the February 1,
1983 issue of The Record, Volume 4, Number 2) FFT99 (in CRAYLIB) was reported
as being the fastest FFT then available at NCAR. The new version is even fas-
ter, running 20-55% faster (depending on the length of the vector being
transformed) than the old version and averaging 37% faster in the tests that
were performed. Several timing tests were performed on all of these packages,
and the new version of FFT99 showed the best performance, as indicated by the
following table:
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TIMING RESULTS OF BCMWF FFT'S

RELATIVE EXECUTION TIMES

FFT99F cFFT99
LENGTH XLIB XEIB

64
96

128.
180
450
540.
900

1024
2400
.4096

2.208
2.206
2.172
3.544
3.710
3.520
3.920
2.117
3.286
3.124

6.928
7.450
7.401
5.678
7.435
6.041
6.922
6.702
7.183
5.946

FFT99
CRAYLIB

1.319
1.290
1.284
1.548
1.324
1.504
1.409
1.203
1.226
1.321

ACTUAL
FFT99 EXECUTION TIME

If4FFT FFr99 (cmlFFT)

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000.
1.000
1.000
1.000

.0004817

.0007833

.0010541

.0004013

.0011956

.0013922

.0025774

.0126891

.0078005

.0124636

NOrE: These timing tests included one initialization call for each call of
the FET, so that users who implement several calls to FFT99 with only one ini-
tialization should expect slightly less, relative overall improvement over the
old version. -Also, these timing tests apply solely to the FFr and its ini-
tialization calls, and do not accurately reflect the overall savings in execu-
tion time that a user should expect to see.

As one can see from this table, the new version runs much faster than the old
version and is more than twice as fast as FBT99F. The poor performance shown
by CFF99 may be explained by noting that CFFT99 transforms vectors of complex
numbers, and so must process twice as many real numbers.

Implementation

In order to use the new version of FFr99, all you need do is alter your JCL by
directing the loader to search the binary library where the new version
resides rather than the default library $NCARLB:
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NEW DECK

JOB,.. .*TB"

ACQUIRE ,DN=EC FFT ,MF=TB , ID=SL3.
cr.
LDR,LIB=Ea4'FT.

\EO
(program calling

FFr99)
\EOF

\EOF
(program calling

FF'99)
\EOF

by Mike Pernice

The purpose of this column
of interest to the user of
documents issued by SCD,
Research, Inc. Directions

is to announce revisions, updates and new documents
SCD's computers. Included at various times will be
by NCAR but outside SCD, by IBM, and by Cray
for obtaining the documents are included.

Please note that manuals ordered from SCD will take approximately two weeks to
reach you. This is because we use the library rate to mail our manuals.

SCD Documents

The "SLATMC BOR1RAN Library Concise Sumnary" is now available from the Con-
sulting Office (Ron 11A, ext. 579).

Cray Documents

On June 20, the CFT default became 1.10. Change Packet H-01 will bring your
FORTRAN (CET) Reference Manual into agreement with version 1.10 of the CFr
compiler. CFT109 can still be used by requesting it in your JCL.

IBM Documents
NCAR has just changed to IBM Release 2. Your IBM documents
"Release 2" on the inside title page. If they don't, and if you
IBM, youll need to specify the release number.

IBM 4341 Users Can Now Reuest NCAR Documentation By On-line Mail

should say
order fran

Users of the IBM 4341 may request documents by sending on-line messages to Sal
Farfan via the ccmrand "'T0 SAL". He will read his mail twice a day and answer
requests as soon as they have been received. If you are not familiar with the

OLD DECK

JOB,...

CFT"
LDR <------- -+ ---.------- r>
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'ID comand, the HELP facility may-be invoked by typing "HELP '110" .

Also, if you're wondering whether or not you have the latest versions of our
documents, type HELP DOCAVAIL to list document and latest revision date. The
current contents of DOCAVAIL are listed here:

DOCUMENT REVISION DATE
AN CT1ERVIEW OF N2AR S COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT APRIL 1983
THE IBM 4341: GATEWAY 'IO NCAR'S COPUTERS JULY 1982
BAICH C FJTING ON 'IE CRAY--1 OCTOBER 1982
R fE4YE JOB ENTRY TIOJGH TE .MJDCC4P OCTOBER 1981
NCAR LOCAL NEI'R1( SEPI'TEMBER 1982
THE NCAR SOFIWARE CATALOG APRIL 1982
DATA SETS FOR METIEO)OLOGICAL RESEARCH JULY 1975
TECHNIIIJES FOR THE PROCESSING, STORAGE,
AND EXCHANGE OF DATA JANUARY 1974
THE SCD GRAPHICS VOLUME - HARDCOPY, COST IS $30.00 APRIL 1983
HON T USE UNINET APRIL 1983
THE IBM 4341 [ YIOIAI TJANUARY 1983
THE CONVERSION HANDBOOK JUNE 1983
CRAY-l SET RELEASE 1.11

*CFT 1.10 (SR-0009.)
*(fl .1.11. (SR-0011)
*LIB REF MANUAL 1.11 .(SR-0014)

CRAY-l OPTIMIZATION GUIDE NO ATE
IM MANUALS ARE AVAILABLE FROM
THE 'IBM BRANCH OFFICE' IN YOJR REGION 2
STATLIB -= A LIBRARY OF FORRAN SUBROUTINES FOR
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF EXPILMEAL DATA JUNE 1978

* Remote users contact Cray Research, Inc. for copies of these manuals.

by Linda Besen

Requests froa outside users for a total of nore than five hours on the CRAY-l
machines must be considered by the Advisory Panel for the Scientific Criputing
Division. The Panel will meet October 20-21, 1983. University users should
sulinit large requests to John Adams or Cicely Ridley of the Scientific Ccmput-
ing Division, by August 12, 1983. Nine to ten 'eeks are needed for the prere-
view of requests and for the preparation, printing and distribution of Panel
materials.
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Sr of iily Bulletin I

Below is a sumnary of some items which have appeared in the Daily Bulletin
(the NEWS file for remote entry users). These items concerned systems
changes, operations procedures, and other news of general interest. They may
still be of interest to users and are 'listed below by topic and date.

CRAY-l:

June 8, 1983
S(F'IARE UPDATE: CRAY-l procedures CFTl09 and CP11 have been modified to
access the new versions of $FYLIB and CFr . Users who wish to use the old
access structure may. do so by specifying VERSICN=OtD on the C0109 or CF10
statement. ECHO may also be specified on the statements to produce a log echo
of the procedure activities. The old access structure will be maintained
until June 21, 1983.

I1i 4341:

May 20, 1983
IBM TE1INALS: Transparency (Graphics) does work on the 11/34 terminal emula-
tor (class 130).

June 2, 1983
TDISK SPACE: Warning messages will be sent to users who have more than 60,000
blocks of TDISK space. When TDISK space becomes critical, it will be
retrieved from users having the largest anounts in order to keep the IBM 4341
operating normally. Users are urged to use the QDISK exec to examine their
current TDISK space usage. Please return any unnecessary TDISK space.

MISCELEANEXJS:

May 19, 1983
NE MC)RK CHANGE: The programuer name field on Y status rxr utilizes the
USER ID rather than the prograner name. Use 'JSER +' on the IR4 4341 to
check your USER ID.

June 6, 1983
RSCS: Users please note: If your have been using the cmand:

ID NAR logon

to suktit decks to the reader of your virtual machine, please change the corm-
mand to:

ID JNKARIO logon

June 13, 1983
IFrRAN: On June 21, I3FIYAN will be updated on the CRA-l achies anad thfe 1B~4
4341. A new opy of the write-up will be avrailable in the onsulting Office.
The canes are as fows:

_ g_
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1. IFrRAN block-IFs (IF...ELSE IF... ELSE...EDIF constructs) will now be
translated into BO RTRAN 77 block-IFs, resulting in the use of fewer
statement labels, smaller FOP TRAN code, faster compilation of the code,
and slightly faster execution of the code.

2. The advertised rule that no IBTRAN BLOJCK may be INW)KEd following its
definition (the BTLCK...END- BLOCK construct) will now be enforced.

3. Use ".TITLE any-string" to put a title at the top of the next page of the
IFTRAN output.

4. ".ELSEIF" may now be used as a synonym for ".ORIF".

5, On an IFTRAN statement in CRAY-l JCL, "NA" may be used as a synonym for
""NOAB'r"

6. String replacement has been speeded up by about 10%.

7. The portability of the code has been enhanced; this version of IFIRAN is
running on (and will soon be made available on) SCD's 11/70's.

Please report problems to Dave Kennison (ext. 398) or to the Consulting Office
(ext. 579).
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qtyiy aJ~ m Y Use for Nay J983

May Fiscal ?1 )
Total Dy a v. iTotal DayAvg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 5832.00 24.000
les Scheduled PM 15.02 0.485 123.37 0.508
less Hardware Downtime 4.02 0.130 46.12 0.190
less Software Downtime 2.05 0.066 26.35 0 l08
less Environmental Downtime 7.57 0.244 73.48 0.302
less Operations Use 1.20 0.039 2.87 0.012
less Other Causes 0.05 0.002 26.46. 0.109

Clock Hours Up 714.09 23.035 5533.35 22.771
less Systems Checkout 1.18 0.038 34.90 0.144

Clock Hours Avail, to Users 712.91 22.997 5498.45 22.627
less Idle Time 0.20 0.006 39.52 0.163

Clock Hours in Use 712.71 22.991 5458.93 22.465
% Available Hours Used 99.97 % 99.28 %
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Qoqui r r Ic~IrcI AUSoed in lay 1983

Sharon Nicholson
Clark University

Bryan Weare
Univ. of Calif.

Frank Richter
Univ. of Chicago

Barbara Hickey
Univ. of Wash.

Richard Keen
Univ. of Coo.

PRXJECT TITLE

i -i --

On the causes of African
draught

Diagnostic studies of
El Nino

Convection with phase
changes

Finite element solutions
of rotating fluids/
shelf circulation

Studies of cyclonic
disturbances

ecU

Request

3.0

5.0

3.0

5.0

7.0

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the 5-hour limit above which Panel review is required; or

b. Reviewers consider the amunt of time requested to be excessive.

SCIENTIST
Alloc.

3.0

5.0

3.0

5.0

3.0

- -- I YU~- - --T-l- -L~ --

-JI _ __ _

-II
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